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Durmg the past 40 years, the classical and nonclassrcal theories of maxrmal 
orders (m simple algebras) have expertenced parallel development with a 
reasonably complete structure theory available only in global dimension 1 For 
the classical theory, pertmcnt references are [2, 6, 15-181; for the nonclassical 
theory, [I, 7, 11-14, 191. Maximal orders having global dimension 32 have 
been studied primarily m the classical setting by Ramras and Riley. Some 
results are available but a complete classificatron awaits discovery. 
In this paper, we initiate a program simtlar m approach to that of Asano, 
Robson, and Michler for Asano orders, but broader in scope, which ~111 include 
many important orders, both classical and nonclassrcal. In a different vein, -we 
have tried to develop noncommutative techmqucs which are also useful in the 
classical context, where heretofore, commutatrve methods have been employed 
to prove noncommutative results. 
Section I IS a potpourri of facts about reflexivtty, a concept ubiquitous to 
both the classrcal and nonclasstcal theories. Lemma 1 3 provides a useful 
module-thearetrc criterion for reflexivity of an essential right ideal which 
avoids any hint of locahzation, and which has such consequences as: m a quasr- 
local maximal order with global dimension <2, the mtersectron of proJectrve 
right ideals is prmcrpal. 
In Section 2, we begin a study of the arzthmetic (2 la Asano and Robson) of 
what we call H-orders, culmmating in an axromizatron of then arithmetic. The 
model for such orders is any Noetherian maximal order wrth global dimension 
<2. These orders provtde a rich source of examples, more general than Asano 
orders, and at the same trme, provide a natural departure from the rich theory 
of De&kind prime rings. 
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Sectron 3 elucidates the basic properties of Asano’s overring S and the 
intersectron T of all the Goldre locahzatrons at invertrble primes. When the 
underlying rmg R 1s a Noetherran RI-order, we show that Sis an RI-order but 
“unbounded” in the sense that it possesses no nontrivral reflexive S-ideals. 
Using techniques of Hajarnavis and Lenagan, T is shown to be a bounded 
RI-order and that the globahzatron theorem of Kuzmanovrch holds, namely, 
R = S n T. This result suggests that in the bounded case, R is actually the 
noncommutatrve analog of a Krull domam since R = nPEd Rp , where B is the 
set of all height one primes and each Rp , the Goldre locahzatron at P, is almost 
a noncommutatrve D VR. 
Section 4 examines a more general locahzation due to Asano and generalizes 
many of the results which hold for Asano orders. 
Finally, Section 5 applies some results of the precedmg sections to the case 
of quasi-local Noetherian orders having global drmensron <2. Here we prove a 
structure theorem for these orders (Theorem 5.2) in the spirit of the Auslander- 
Goldman, Ramras, and Mrchler theorems. In particular, we show as a con- 
sequence of purely noncommutatrve methods, that several rmportant results of 
Ramras deduced by class& techniques, hold m a more general setting. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, Q will denote a simple Artm ring. A subring R of Q 
1s called an order m Q rf Q 1s a classrcal two-sided quotient rmg of R. For brevity 
a ring R wrll be called an order rf rt 1s an order m a simple Artm rmg 
Two orders R and S m Q are equivalent, R N S, if there exist regular (unit) 
elements a, b, c, d E Q such that aRb C S and cSd C R. Two orders R and S m 
Q are left (rzght) equivalent R A S (R A S) rf there exrst regular elements 
a,bEQsuchthatRa_CS(aRCS)andSbCR(bSCR). 
An order, R m Q is a maximal left equzvalent, maximal right equivalent, respec- 
tively, maxzmal equzvalent order, d whenever S is an order in Q with R _C S and 
R A S, R 2 S, respectrvely, R N S, then R = S A maximal equivalent order 
will be called a maximal order 
Let R be an order m Q. A right (left) R-submodule I of Q 1s called a fractzonal 
right (left) R-zdeal d aR S I1 bR (Ra > I >_ Rb) for units a, b of Q. If I6 R, 
then R 1s called an ilztegral right (left) R-ideal Of course, these are Just the 
essential right (left) ideals of R A left and right fractional (integral) R-ideal is 
called a fractiona (integral) R-zdeal In fact, since an integral R-ideal is an 
ordinary ideal of R, we shall refer to these as zdeals; fractronal R-ideals will be 
called R-ideals. 
Let IR be a fractronal right R-Ideal. It 1s easily verrfied that the set 
(q E Q / qI C I} is an order m Q, equivalent to R. This order IS called the left order 
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of I and denoted O,(I). S~mrlarly, we define the @hzt order of 1 and denote it by 
O,(1) Once agam, this is an order of Q, equivalent to R. Since 1, is an essential 
submodule ofQR ) O,(1) can be identified with End 1R via the map taking 4 E O,(I) 
to qe , left multiplication by q. 
For a fractional right R-ideal 1, Its znverse, I-r, is defined by 
I-1 = (qEQ j IqlCIj 
=~4~Ql4~WX 
= (4 6 Q I 41 L W)l* 
The followmg proposition due to Robson 1191 will be needed later. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let I be a fractzonal right R-adeaf. Then II-* = O,(I) 
zf and only if I zs a projective right O,(I)-ideal; equzvalently, I u a projectwe 1 ight 
R-ideal fl 
Closely related to I-1 1s the R-dual of I, I” = horn& R). As before, smce fR 
is essentral, I* can be identified with the set (q E Q j qI C R). Note that when R 1s 
a maximal order and I 1s an R-ideal, O,(l) = R and hence, I-l = I*. We shall 
call an R-ideal I invertible if PI = II* = R There is a canonical map 91: 
I -+ I** defined by evaluatton, namely, ( f) q(x) = f(x), V 3c E 1, f E I” If g? is a 
monomorphism (isomorphrsm), I is called tomonkss (rejetive). 
For any module n/r, , the biendomorphism ring of M, Biend MB 1s defined as 
follows. If S = End MR , Blend MR = End&l; where ,M IS the canomcaf left 
S-module. Mx IS called baZanced if Blend n/r, = R 
LEMMA I 2. For R an order in Q the following statements are equivalent. 
(1) R 2s a maximal left equivalent on2eer 
(2) O,(A) = R for each nonzero ideal A of R 
(3) Every torszonless faithful left R-module zs balanced 
Proof (1) a (2) If S = O,(A), th en clearly R C S Smce 13 IS a nonzero 
ideal of the prime rmg R, A IS an essential right ideal of R so A contains a regular 
element d, hence Sd _C SA _C A C R so R A S, and therefore, R = S 
(2) 3 (3). If S = Biend (RM), then the canonical map R --+ S is a one- 
to-one smce RM is faithful. Identlfymg R as a subring of S, ST C R, where T is 
the trace ideal of RM (see [S, Proposition 1.11) C ozzens [S, Proposmon I.11 also 
has shown that for RM torsionless faithful, (sm)f = s(mf) whenever s E S, 
m E M and f E M* = Hom(,M, RR). Hence if s ES and ST = 0, 0 = 
s(MM*) = (sM) M*. S ince M is torsionless SM = 0, so s = 0. It now follows 
that left multiphcation by s E S mduces a umque R-endomorphism of the ideal 
ST of R regarded as a right R-module so by (2), S = R. 
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(3) 2 (1). If RcScQ and RA S, Sd C R for some regular element 
d of R. Consequently, A = SdR 1s a nonzero ideal of R, so A is a faithful torsion- 
less left R-module. Clearly S C Blend (RA) = R and (1) follows. 1 
Remark. If R is an order m Q then R is a maximal order if and only if R is 
a maximal left equivalent and maximal rrght eqmvalent order (see [lo, p 2841). 
Thus, R is a maximal order if and only d O,(A) = R = O,.(A) for all ideals 
A of R. 
The next lemma has a number of interesting consequences Among these is 
the fact that m a two-sided Noetherran rmg with glb R < 2, the intersection of 
any collection of essential projective ideals 1s projective Later, we shall show 
that thrs implies that m a quasi-local maximal order having global dimension 
< 2, the mtersectron of projective right ideals IS prmcrpal. These generalize 
results of Ramras [15] obtained for a classical maximal R-order (1, where 
glb fl = 2 and R is a two-dimensional regular local ring. 
LEMMA 1 3 Let R be an order zn Q. 
If IR zs essential raght ideal of R, then IR LS reflexive if and only if (R/I), embeds 
monomorphically an a product of copses of the rzght R-module (Q/R)R . 
ProOf. If I = I** and a E R-I then there is an element q E I* such that 
qa # R, hence q induces by left multiplication an R-homomorphism R/I --+ Q/R 
which drstmgulshes a + I E R/I from 0, thus R/I embeds monomorphically m a 
product of copies of Q/R. 
Conversely, if there is an embedding of R[I m a product of copies of Q/R, 
R/I % IIQlR, then 01 followed by each projection IIQ/R -+ Q/R is given by 
some left multiphcatron by q E I* Therefore, there is a subset B C I* such that 
rfaERandBaCR,thenaEI Clearlythen,ifaEI**BaCI*aZR,soaEI 
and the lemma follows 1 
COROLLARY 1 4. If I1 , Iz are essentzal reflexive right adeals of R, then so 
as I, n I, 
Proof. R/I1 n Ia embeds monomorphically m R/I, x RIIz . 1 
COROLLARY 1 5. If I is an essential rzght adeal of R, then I** is a repexive right 
idealofRandI_CI**CR 
Proof Clearly I c I** C R If r E R-I** then there 1s a q E I* such that 
qq $ R, so each element of R/I** can be distmgmshed from zero by a map 
R/I” * -Q/R and, therefore, R/I** embeds monomorphically m a product of 
copies of the right R-module Q/R. B 
Riley [17] has shown that if fl is a (classical) maxrmal R-order, R an integrally 
closed Noetherian domain, then a prime P is minimal if and only if P is reflexive. 
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The next theorem generalizes the sufficrency to any maximal order (later, we 
shall show that the necessity is also valid form any bounded maximal order). This 
theorem will prove basic to the results of Sections 2-4 where maximal reflexives 
turn out to be in a very precise sense, the bulldmg blocks of the reflexive R-ideals. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let R be a maxzmal order If P is a non,nem maximal reflexive 
proper idea! of R. Then P as a height 1 (mznimal nonxero) prime ideal of R. 
Proof. Suppose AB C P, where A, B are ideals of R properly contammg P 
It may be assumed without loss of generahty that A*=R, otherwise A** would be 
a proper reflexive ideal of R properly containing P, an impossibhty. Similarly, 
B*=R hTow,ifqEP*,thenqABCqPCRsoqACB*=Rhenceq+zA* =R: 
so P* _C R which is untenable. Thus, P is a prime ideal. 
Now if B S P and B is a nonzero prrme ideal of R, then BP* C PP* C R and 
(BP*) F’ Z B. Since P $ B, BP* C B as B is prime However, R IS a maximai 
order so P* C R an impossibility and the theorem follows 
The next result gives some basic characterizations of a reflexive prime ideal 
m a maxrmal order which are useful. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let R be a maxzmal order and P a nonxero prime ideal of R, 
then the follawing statements are equivalent: 
(1) P = p**, 
(2) P”gR, 
(3) PP” 2 P. 
Moreover, whenever P is rejlexive, P is mhtmal. 
Proof. (1) * (2) is trivial. 
(2) * (3). If PP* = P then P* C R by the maximahty of R contra- 
dicting (2) 
(3) 3 (1) If Y E P** then (PP*) Y C P. Since PP* is an ideal of R and 
PP* g P by (3) Y E P and (1) follows. 
Suppose P’ $ P and P’ is a prime ideal, then (PIP*) P C P’ hence P’P* C P’ 
and by the maximality of R, P* 5 R a contradiction. 1 
2. RI-ORDERS 
For a bounded order R, Asano [19] showed that the R-ideals form a group 
under multiplication if and only if R is a maximal order satisfying the a.c.c. on 
integral R-ideals and such that prime integral R-ideals are maximal. Robson 
[19] removed the boundedness assumption, characterizing right orders R whose 
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R-ideals form a group under rnu~t~p~~~atlon~ These he c&xi Asam rtght ~ders. 
~rnpo~a~t examples of maxrmaf orders exrst m globat dimension 2 and more 
generally, which are not Asano. For example, any two dlm,ens~onal regular local 
rmg; and if R 1s any snnple Coldre ring, MR any finite (Go~die)-dirn~nslona~ 
reflexzve, nonproj~c~v~ generator, k = End MR IS a maxunal order whrch IS not 
Aaano (see [5])* 
Noethenan maxlmal orders with global dxmenslon < 2 have an Important 
property which can be thought of as the natural generahzation of the definmg 
property of an Aaano order, namely, each reflexrve R-ideal (rrght or left) IS 
mvertrble Thus assertron follows from Bass’ characterization of Noetherian 
rmgs wrth global dimension < 2 as rrngs over which duals of finiteiy generated 
modules are projectrve [3, Propositron 5.21. For, rf I IS a reflexive R-Ideal, say IR 
IS reflexrve, 11” = O&I) = R by projectrvity of I, and maxrmality of R. Once 
agam, by rn~~rnal~~ of R, I* = (q E Q j Iq C RI aR I IS re&xive * X*1 = 
R G+ I is invertible. Smce orders other than those wrth global dznension < 2 
satisfy this property (both of the aforementioned examples do), we shall call 
orders satlsfymg the condrtion that R-Ideals, left or right reflexive, are mvertlble, 
RI-orders Of course, each Asano order 1s an RI-order. 
The first theorem characterzes these orders m eactly the same way as Robson 
characterizes Asano orders [68, Theorem 2.11 In fact, the proof IS essentrally 
his adapted to our more general setting. First, a useful lemma. 
l%~$ Fwt, observe that (&I)* = AY’B*. For, clearly @A)* 3 A*B* and 
IfqBACR,qBCA* e- qB3” = qR C A*B* 
Ef(A*~*)gCR~B~q_CA~~=A~qEB~4~(BA)”*=BA. 1 
By a rejkxive R-ideal we mean an R-ideal which is R-reAexrve both as a right 
and as a left R-module. 
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then lis* is an R-ideal which IS reflexive as a right R-module, so by 1, B*X = R 
for some R-ideal X. It now follows that RR* is fimtely generated and projective 
and O,(B*) = R. Since RB is reflexive and B,* IS fimtely generated and projec- 
tive, EB IS finitely generated and prolectlve. Clearly O,(B) = Of(B*) = R, SO 
let Y = .B* 
(1”) 5 (2) If B is an ideal of R, then O,(B) _C O,(B**), B”” the bldual 
of sB By I*, YB** = R for some R-ideal I’, hence of q E O,(B), the11 Rq = 
E-B*“q C 1-B ** = R so q E R, thus by Lemma 1 2, R is a maximal right 
equivalent order and by symmetry a maximal left equivalent order and, there- 
fore, a maximal order 
Now, rf B is a reflexive ideal of R by (1”) (and (l)), B is invertible. 
(2) 3 (3). If A is any R-ideal, then set B = (r E R j Ar C Rj. Since 
Ad C R for some regular element d of R, B is a nontrivial ideal of R Now if 
Y E R-B, then Ar g R so R/B IS embeddable monomorphrcally m a product of 
copies of (Q/R), via left multiplications by elements of A and, therefore, B, IS 
reflexive by Lemma 1.3. By (2), B IS invertible. If A is reflexive, then by Lemma 
2.1, AB is reflexive so by Lemma 2.1, A has a right inverse and by symmetry A 
has a left inverse and (3) is shown. 
(3) 3 (4). This is trivial, as an R-ideal which is either left or right reflexive 
is reflexive by the maximality of R. 
(4) 5 (1). Trivial. 1 
The next results give an explicrt description of mvertrble ideals and hence, the 
group of mvertlble R-ideals m the spirit of the Asano-Robson characterization. 
However, m the absence of the Asano axioms, some chain conditions must be 
assumed. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let R be a maximal order. Then each maxamal anvertible 
ideal is prime If R satisfies the a.c.c. on invertible ideals, each invertzble ideal is a 
product of maximal invertible adeals. Finals, af R 1s an RI-order, the group of 
invertable R-ideals is a free abelian group on the maxzmal invertable ideals. 
Proof. The first assertion is a special case of Theorem 1 6. 
Let A be an mvertlble ideal maximal with respect to the property that A IS not 
a product of maximal invertible ideals. Then A $ P with P a maximal mvertible 
ideal A _C AP-1 C R, and if A = AP-1 GP P-1 C O,(A) = R, a contradiction. 
Thus, A $ AP-I. Since AP-l 1s an invertible ideal properly containing A, AP-I 
is a product of maximal mvertrbles and hence, so is (AP-‘) P = A a 
contradiction. 
To establish the last assertion, it suffices to show that the maximal mvertlbles 
commute. To that end, suppose P and P’ are distinct maximal mvertrbks. 
P n P’ c P => P n P’ = PA for some invertible ideal (P-l (P n P’) in fact). 
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Now PP’ _C P n P’ _C PA and hence P’ _C A by mvertrbrhty of P * P’ = A. 
Srmrlarly, P’P = P n P’ by symmetry. Hence, PP’ = P’P as claimed 1 
Our final result m this section IS an attempt to say something about the height 
1 (mmrmal) prrmes m an RI-order, parallehng the Asano-Robson description of 
primes in an Asano order. That our descrrptron turns out to be a characterrzatron 
of RI-orders should come as no surprise in view of Proposrtion 2.3. Recall that 
an order is bozlnded rf each fractronal right or left R-ideal contams a nonzero 
R-ideal. 
PROPOSITION 2.4 Let R be a maximal order satasfyang the a C.C. on rejlemve 
zdeals Then R zs an RI-order af and only if each reflexive minzmalprime as anvertable. 
In this case, each minimal prame as anvertible whenever R as bounded. 
Proof The necessrty IS clear For the sufficrency, observe that each maximal 
reflexive is a mmrmal prrme by Theorem 1.6 and hence, mvertrble by assumptron. 
Choose, if possrble, a reflexive ideal A, maximal with respect to the property of 
being nonmvertrble. A 2 P a maximal reflexive which is necessarily mvertrble. 
As in Proposrtion 2.3, A # AP-l. By Lemma 2.1, AP-1 is reflexive and hence 
mvertrble by maxrmahty of A Thus, A IS mvertrble. 
To estabhsh the last assertion, rt suffices to show that when R IS a bounded 
RI-order, each mimmal prrme P IS reflexive (equrvalently, invertible). To that 
end, choose a regular element x E P. By boundedness, xR contains an nonzero 
ideal A which we can clearly assume to be reflexrve. By assumption, A can be 
expressed as a product of mvertible primes * P comcrdes with (one of) these by 
minimality of P. 1 
As a consequence of Proposrtron 2 4, we are now in a positron to exhrbrt a 
broad class of classrcal, not necessarily Asano, RI-orders, namely, any maximal 
R-order fl, where R 1s a Noetherran integrally closed domain. For, if P 1s a mim- 
ma1 prime of fl, choose 0 f x E P n R. fix IS clearly an invertible ideal of fl 
contained m P, and hence, a product of maximal mvertrble ideals of /l by 
Proposrtron 2 3. Since these are necessarrly prrme, P comcides with one of them 
by minimahty of P. Thus each minimal prime is mvertrble and (1 is an RI- 
order by Proposition 2.4. Rrley [17] h as shown that whenever rl is a maximal 
R-order m .Y, a full matrix algebra over K, the quotient field of R, R Noetherian 
integrally closed, the mmrmal primes of /l are proJectrve whenever the mmrmal 
primes of R are projective 
3. NOETHERIAN H-ORDERS 
For R a prime maximal order denote S = S(R) = U B-l, where the umon 1s 
taken over all nonzero ideals of R. Smce B-l = B-l-l-l and B-l-l is a reflexive 
Ideal, S = U B-l, where the union IS taken over all nonzero reflexive ideals B. 
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If B, , B, > .., B, are nonzero reflexive ideals of R, then for B =I 
w4 * B&-l, 3;l C B;l ..* B;lB;l C (BIBZ * B,)-l = B-l and so it 
follows that the union U B-1 taken over all nonzero reflextve ideals B of R 1s 
directed and S IS a subring of Q containmg R. S is called the Asano overring of R 
THEOREM 3.1 Let R be a Noetherzan H-order and S the Asano overvang of R, 
then 
( 1) S 1s a left and rzght flat epimorphzc rzng extenszon of R. 
(2) For each right ideal II of S, (II r\ R) S = II 
(3) S zs a Noetherian maxzmal order with no nontrivial rejZexive zdeals, 
Pg.oof. (I) To show that S IS an epimorphlc rmg extension of R, it is suflicrent 
to show that for t E S, t @ 1 = 1 @ t m S OR S (e.g., see [20]). Let B be an 
invertible Ideal of R such that tB C R, then for b E B [(t @ 1) - (1 @ t)] b = 0, 
hence [(t @ I) - (1 @ t)] BE1 = [(t @ 1) - (1 @ t)] R and, therefore, 
t@l=l@t 
S is R-flat as a left and right R-module since it 1s a drrected union of mvertrble, 
hence, projectrve R-ideals of Q 
Statement (2) is an easy consequence of (1) and ~111 be omitted. 
(3) Let A be an ideal of S and 2 EQ such that qA C A, hence 
q(A n R) C A. Since q(A n R) 1s isomorphic to the image of an ideal of 
R and R IS Noetherran q(A n R) IS fimtely generated as a right R-module, hence 
there IS an invertible ideal B of R such that Bq(A I-I R) _C R. Now rt follows that 
Bq C (A n R)-l C S and therefore, q E Rq = B-lBq C B-?S = S Similarly, rf 
Ap 6 A for some p E Q, then p E S. By Lemma 1.2, S IS a maximal order. If 
17 IS a nontrrvral reflexive (with respect to S) ideal of S and 4 E II-l, then 
q(I7 n R) 2 S. Since q(I7 n R) IS a fimtely generated rrght R-module, there IS an 
mvertrble Ideal B of R such that Bq(II n R) C R, hence q E Rq = B-IBq C B-l 
(Ii’n R)-l C S, thus 17-l = S and, therefore, II = S 1 
COROLLARY 3 2. If R is a Noetherian RI-order, then S the Asano overring QJ” 
R as a Noetherian RI-order. 
Proof. S IS Noetherran m view of part (1) of the theorem and the remamder 
of the corollary follows from the theorem. 1 
COROLLARY 3.3. If R zs a Noetherzan RI-order and S the Asuno overring of R, 
then 
gW) < glb(R) 
Proof This corollary follows from the fact that S is a flat epimorphrc ring 
extension of R. b 
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Goldte has defined the locahzatron of a Noetherran rmg R at a prrme ideal 
P utrhztng C(P) = (e E R j cx E P * x E P> and has shown that under certain 
condmons on P, C(P) IS a nght Ore set of regular elements and that the locahza- 
tion of R at P IS the classrcal rmg af rrght quotrents of R with respect to the right 
Ore set C(P) One of the above condmons is that the intersection of the symbohc 
powers of P (see [69]) IS zero In the event that P is an mvertrble Ideal of R, 
Mrchler [14] has shown that the nth symbolic power of P 1s P” Mtchler [14] has 
also shown that d P IS an mvertible pnme ideal of a Noethenan prime rmg R, 
then n,“=r P” = 0. 
Goldre’s other condltron on P assuring that the locahzatron of R at .1p IS classrcal 
IS that P sat&es an Artn-Rees type condrtron. Chatters and Gmn [74] have 
shown that rf P is an mvertible prrme Ideal of R then P sat&es the second of 
Goldie’s condrtrons guaranteemg that the localization of R at P is classical 
Su~~zlng the above, the locahzation of a Noetherran prime rmg R at an 
invertible prime ideal P of R IS the classrcal rmg of quotients of R, necessarrly 
two-sided m view of the symmetrrc hypotheses, with respect to the left and right 
Ore set C(P) of regular elements of R 
Goldie has called a rmg fl a local rmg If n has a umque maximal Ideal M = 
rad A, n,/iW is an Artm rmg and flr=r iW% = 0 and has shown that R, is a local 
ring with umque maximal ideal PRp = RpP. In what follows R, denotes the 
localization of R at P for an mvertrble prrme Ideal P of a Noetherran prime ring R. 
The followmg theorem lists some properties of Rp . 
THEOREM 3 4. Let R be ~oethe~~a~ RT-order and P an ~nv~tib~ep~~~e (maxzmal 
~~v~t~~e) ideal of R, then the fo~~~~ng hold* 
(1) Rp 2s a left and right R-jlat epimorphic ring extenslolz of R and 
(A f~ R) Rp = A for each right zdeal A of Rp . 
(2) R, as a Noetheraan local prime ring wzth Jacobson radzcal J(Rp) =f 
PR, = R$? 
(3) R, zs a hereditary p~.~~~pal right and left adeal rzng and a bodied 
Asano order. 
Proof Property (1) for a classical quotient rmg with respect to an Ore set of 
regular elements IS easily verified 
The fact that R, 1s a local rmg fm Goldre’s sense) follows from earher remarks. 
Smee RF IS a left and right R-flat eprmorphrc ring extension of R and fz is 
Noetherran rt follows that Rp 1s Noetherian. Smce P IS mvertrbie so IS PR, = 
R,P and (3) now follows from HaJarnavis and Lenagan [ll, Propositron 1.31 1 
The proof of the followmg lemma is a modrfication of the proof of [l 1, 
Lemma 3 43 adapted to the weaker hypotheses of a Noethenan H-order. 
LEMMA 3 5 If c is a regular element of R, a Noethepian prime RI-order, then 
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c E C(P) fop all but a finite number of invertible pume (rna~z~~ reflexive) ideals 
PofR. 
Proof Smce R is a Noetherlan ring CP [(P-lc) n R] = xtl [(P;“c) A Rj, 
where the left-hand summatron is taken over all P E P. If P E 9, then 
P-% n R C jj P,-‘c n P-% = 
a=1 
Now lf P f P, for z = 1,2,..., n then nT=, P, a P and by the maximal reflexlvrty 
of P, [(.ZIP?) + PI-l = R hence P-4 I-Y R _C Rc and, therefore, by the inver- 
tlblhty of P, Rc n PC PC. Now if xc E P then xc E Rc n PC PC so x E P and, 
therefore, c E C(P) and the lemma follows. 1 
We shall now investigate some properties of the subrmg T(R) = (‘j, RF of Q> 
where R IS a Noetherian RI-order. 
THEOREM 3 6. Let R be a Noetherzan RI-order and T = T(R), then T zs a 
directed union, T = u K* = (u L*), where the union zs taken over Te$exive rzght 
(left) ideals of R such that KR, = Rp(RpL = RF) for all P E 9 
Proof. If KR is a reflexive right ideal of R such that KJip = Rp for every 
mverttble prune ideal P of R, then for q E K”, q E qKR, C RR, = R, SO q E R, . 
Since P was an arbitrary invertible prime ideal of R, K* C fig R, = T. NOW if 
x E T, then K = (Y E R / xr E R) IS a reflexive rrght ideal of R by Lemma 1 3, 
since R/K is embeddable in Q/R by left multtphcation by X. Smce x G RP there 
1s a c E C(P) such that xc E R, so K n C(P) # Q( for every rnvertible prime ideal 
P of R, hence KR, = Rp for each invertible prime ideal P of R. Thus, we have 
shownthatT=UK*.NowifK,,.., K, are reflexive right ideals of R such that 
KdR,, = R, for all P, i = l,..., n,thenbyLemma1.3,K1nK,n**-nK,=K 
1s a reflexive right ideal of R with K,* C K*, KR, = Rp as Rp is flat, and the 
theorem follows. The left-sided analog for the theorem 1s shown similarly. 
COROLLARY 3.7. If R zs a Noetherian RI-order wzth glb R < 2, then T zs a 
left and right R-flat epimorphac extension r&g of R. 
Proof By Bass [63], reflexive right (left) ideals of R are projective For 
T = u K* (as above), .K* is an R-projective left R-mod&, so T is a directed 
umon, hence a direct limit, of projective left R-modules so R T is R-flat Similarly, 
TR is R-flat. 
Now if t E T, tK C R for some reflexive right ideal R of R such that K” C T. 
In T Ofi T ((t @ 1) - (1 @ t)) K = 0, so ((t @ 1) - (1 @ t)) KKx = 0. 
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Since .Ks IS projecttve 1 E KK*, hence t @ 1 = 1 @ t and it follows that T 
is a ring eprmorphic extensron of R 1 
Some further propertres of Twill be established in the followmg. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let R be a Noetherzan RI-order and I a right zdeal of T, 
then the following hold 
(1) IR,=(InR)R,. 
(2) (IRJ* = Rp(l n R)*. 
(3) I” = np R,(I n R)“. 
(4) If I* zs reflexme, then (I n R)** C I. 
(5) If I= as reflexme, then I n R zs reflexive. 
(6) If IT zs reflexive, then nY (IR,) = I. 
Proof of (1). Clearly (I n R) R, _C IR, . If x E IRp then xc E I for some 
c E C(P). Since xc E T there is a reflexive rrght ideal K of R such that xcK C R 
and KR, = Rp Now xcK C I n R and xRp = XCKR, _C (I n R) Rp 
Proof of (2). Clearly Rp(I n R)* c (IRp)* by 1 Now, rf qIRp C Rp , then 
q(I n R) _C Rp . Since I n R 1s a finitely generated right ideal of R, q(I n R) is a 
finitely generated right R-submodule of T, so by Theorem 3 6 there 1s a reflexive 
left ideal L of R wrth R,L = Rp such that Lq(I n R) _C R. Thus, Lq C (I n R)* 
and RpLq _C Rp(I n R)*. 
Pqoof of (3). If qI C T, then qIRp _C Rp so by (2) q E (lRp)* = R,(I n R)*, 
hence I* C & (Rp(I n Ii)*) Now, rf q E n, (Rp(I n R)*) then qI C Rp for all 
PCB, henceqICf19 Rp = TsoqEI*. 
Proofof(4). IfqE(InR)**then(InR)*p2R,henceRp(InR)*p_CRp 
for all P E 8. Smce R,(I n R)* = (IR,)* 1 I*, I*q C Rp for all P E 8, hence 
I*qZn,R,=T,soqEI**=I. 
Proofof(5). Smce(InR)**_CIby4,then(InR)**_CInRR,soInR1s 
reflexive 
Proof of (6). Clearly I L n, (IR,). If q E &(IRp) then I*q _C I*IR, C Rp 
forallPEY,henceI*qCT,soqEI**=I. 1 
LEMMA 3 9. Let R be a Noetherian RI-order andI an ideal of R, then IR, = 
RpIfor every P E 8. 
PToof Let I be maxrmal among those ideals of R for which IR, # RJ, 
wrth P fixed Clearly, I 2 P, otherwrse I n C(P) f QT and then IR, = Rp = 
RpI. NOW IP-1 C R and I & IP-1 smce rf I = IP then I C n,“=, Pn = 0. Since 
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R,P = Plip , P-‘Rp = RpP-l, hence IP-lRp = IRpP-I = RJP-l and so 
IR, = RJ a contradictron. 1 
COROLLARY 3.10. If R is a Noetherian RI-order and I zs an ideal of T, then 
IRp = RJ. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.8, part (l), IRp = (I n R)RF = R&I n R) = RpI. 
THEOREM 3 11. Let R be a Noetherian RI order, then T = fly Rp is a bounded 
RI-order. 
Proof. Let I be a nonzero ideal of T and q E O&l), that IS, qI C I 
then qlR, C IRp for each P E 9. Since IR, is an ideal of Rp by Corollary 3.10, 
and RF is a maximal order, q E R, for each P ~9, hence q E n, Rp = T and 
the maximahty of T now follows from Lemma 1.2. 
If I is a reflexive ideal of T, then by Propositron 3.8, I n R is a reflexive ideal 
of R. Clearly, (1 n R)* _C I*, hence 
II* 2 (I n R)(I n R)* = R SO 1 EII*, 
and by symmetry and maxlmahty of T, I 1s an invertrble ideal of T. 
The boundedness of T uses the argument of Hajarnavis and Lenagan Cl 1, 
Theorem 3 51 with Lemma 3.5, and, therefore, the proof will be omitted. 
THEOREM 3.12. If R is a Noetherian RI-order then R = S n T, where S = 
S(R), T = T(R). 
Proof. The proof of the correspondmg result for Asano orders found in 
Hajarnavis and Lenagan [ll, Theorem 3.11 can be used without change to 
provide a proof of this result. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.13 Let R be a Noetherian RI-order and I a nonxero prime ideal 
of R, then 
(1) If I contains an znvertible ideal, then IS = S. 
(2) If I does not contain an invertible ideal, then IS n R = 1 
Proof. The proof of (1) is obvious. 
Suppose I does not contain an invertible ideal. If x ~15’ n R, then XB C 1 
for some invertible ideal B of R. Since B $I and Irs prime XE I and (2) follows. 
COROLLARY 3.14. If I is a prime ideal of R, then Ker (R/I -+ R/I OR 8) zs 
either 0 OY R/I. 
Proof. Since Ker (R/I --+ R/I OR S) = IS n R/I the corollary follows from 
the proposrtion. i 
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bUMA 3.15. Let R be a Noetherian RI-order and I a prime ideal of R not 
container any invertible, thera IB = BIfor every ~nve~~ble zdeal B of R. 
Proof. Smce (BIB-l) B C I and B $ I, BIB-l C I so RI c IB and by symmetry 
BI = IB. 1 
COROLLARY 3.16. If R is a Noetherian RI-order and I prrme zdeal of R not 
containing any ~~v~tib~ of R, then IS = SI. 
Proof. IS = lJ IB-I, where the union 1s taken over all invertible ideals B 
of R. By the lemma, IB-l = B-II hence IS = t) IB-1 = u B-Y = SI. a 
THEOREM 3.17. Let R be a Noetherian prame RI-order and S = S(R), then 
(1) If I is a p~Erne zdeal of R not ~o~tain~~g an ~~v~t~ble ideal, then IS = SI 
is a prime ideal of S. 
(2) If Ii” is a prame ideal of S, then II = IS for a unique prime ideal I = 
Ii? n R of R, thus I + IS, II --+ lI n R aye one-one correspondences, mutually 
inverse, between the class of prame ideals of R which do not contain any invertzble and 
the prime zdeals of S. 
Proof. (1) By Lemma 3, SI = IS and by Silver [2O, Corollary 1 lo], SI = IS 
is a prime ideal of S. 
(2) Let I = II n R. Then smce R is Noetherian I contains a product of 
prrme Ideals each of which can be chosen to contain I wrth the product rrredun- 
dant, hence there are ideals A, B such that AB C I, where A 1s a prime ideal 
contaimng I and B g I. 
Case 1. If A contains an mvertrble ideal, then B _C SB = SAB _C SI = II 
hence B _C II n R = I a contradrctron. 
Case 2. If A does not contam an invertible then using 1, SAB = ASB SO 
SAB = SASB C 17 and by the prrmality of II, SA C II or SB C I?‘, hence A C 1 
or B C I. Smce B $ I 1s impossrble, A C I and, therefore, A = I. 1 
COROLLARY 3.18 For R a Noetherian RI-order S(R) is a simple ring if and 
only if every nonzero przme zdeal of R contazns an invertzble zdeal of R. 1 
Let A be a (classical) maximal R-order m a simple algebra where R is a 
Noethenan integrally closed domam. By remarks at the end of Section 2, A is 
an RI-order and since A 1s bounded, A = fiPEP A, by Theorem 3 12. Here, B IS 
the set of all minimal (mvertrble) primes of A. On the other hand, 
A = &,Eht,(R) A,, where A, = A OR R, and ht,(R) is the collection of all 
mimmal prrmes of R (e.g , see [lS]) Th e natural questron to ask rs, What IS the 
~elationshlp between these two decompositions of R ?, The next proposition 
supphes the antrcrpated answer 
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PROPOSITION 3.19. Let A be a mzxtmal R order where R zs a Noeth~~~~ 
zntegrally closed domain and p a minzmal prime of R. Then A, = Ap for a unique 
minimal prime P of A Conversely, if A, as the Goldie localizatton at an invertible 
primePofA,thenA,=A,,wherep=PnR 
Proof. Given any mmimal prrme p of R there 1s a unique mmimal P of A 
lymg abovep (e.g., see [17-j). First, we show that R - p = C(P) n R. Smce R/p 
is canonically embedded in A/P it follows that R - p 2 C(P) n R. Now for 
x E R - p, let I = (h E flj kc E P>. Then R/I is embedded m R/P as left and right 
R-module by multiphcatlon by x Since P is reflexive as rl is an RI-order it. 
follows by Lemma 1.3 that I is reflexive. Now as P c I and P IS a maximal 
reflexwe P = I. Thus, we have x E C(P) n R 
Now since R - p C C(P) n R, it follows that A, G A, and by the maximahty 
ofA,,A,=A,. 
Conversely, if P IS a mmimal prime of A then p = P n R is a minimal prime 
of R and P hes above p As above d, = A, . 1 
4. ASANO’S LOCALIZATION 
Let R be any order and P a prime ideal of R. By Asano’s Localization of R at P, 
A(P), we mean the set {q E Q 1 qB C R for some invertible B $ P}. It 1s easily 
verified that Q(P) is a subring of Q containmg R. 
The followmg proposition is a “local” version of Theorem 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let R be a Noetherian RI-order and P an anvertible prime 
ideal of R. Then, 
(1) A(P) zs a left and right R-j?at epimorphic fing extension of R. 
(2) For I a right ideal of A(P), (I n R) A(P) = I. 
(3) A(P) is a Noetherian RI-order with unique invertible ideal P = PA(P) = 
A(P)P. 
Proof. Statements (1) and (2) can be verified in a fashion very similar to 
that of Statements (1) and (2) of Theorem 3 1 
Proof of (3). If x E PA(P) th en xB c P for some invertible ideal B $ P so 
x E PB-I. Since PB-1 = B-IP, XE B-lP_C A(P)P so H is an ideal of A(P). 
Now if I is an ideal of A(P) and qI C I, then p(l n R) is a finitely generated 
rrght R-submodule of A(P) so there is an invertible ideal B of R, B $ P such 
that &(I n R) C R. Clearly, Bq(I n R) 5 (I n R) and since R is a maximal 
order Bq C R so 4 E B-1 C A(P) and, therefore, A(P) is a maximal order by 
Lemma 1.2. If I is a reflexive ideal of A(P) and 4 E I*, then 4(.7 n R) is a finitely 
generated right R-submodule of A(P), so there exists an invertible ideal B of R, 
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B !& P, such that Bq(I n R) C R, hence Bp _C (I n R)-1 and 4 E B-l@ n R)-l _C 
A(P)(I n R)-I. Since (I n R)-l is an invertible R-ideal, it follows that II* = 
A(P) by the maxrmality of A(P) Similarly, I*1 = A(P) 
Clearly, P is mvertrble whenever P IS. If I 1s an invertible ideal of A(P), 
I-l = A(P)(I n R)-I. However, (In Ii)-’ C A(P) unless I (7 R C P. In the 
former case, 1-l _C A(P), a contradiction. In the latter case, I = (I n R) A(P) _C P 
which clearly rmphes that P IS the unique maximal invertible ideal of A(P). 1 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let R be a Noetherzan RI-order and P an invertible prame 
adeal of R. Then, 
(1) A(P) C Rp. 
(2) PA(P) n R = P. 
(3) A(P) = Rp if and only zf V c E C(P), CR >_ adeal (Rc > ideal). In 
pmtzcular, ifR is bounded, A(P) = Rp . 
Proof. (I) Given x E A(P), 3 an mvertrble B g P with XB _C R. Since P is 
prrmeandB$P,BnC(P)# o +~c=r~Rforsomec~C(P),r~Rand 
hence, x = rc-1. Thus, x E Rp . 
(2) Clear. 
(3) If R, = A(P) d an c E C(P), 3 an mvertrble B $ P with c-lB _C R or 
B C CR. Conversely, d 3 an ideal B _C CR, we can assume that B 1s the largest 
such B and hence mvertrble If B C P 3 B _C cP + BP-l C CR * BP-l C B wluch 
by maxrmahty of R + P-l _C R a contradrction. Thus, B g P 3 c-l E A(P) 
and hence Rp _C A(P) The proof of the final assertion 1s clear. 1 
When R is a Noetherian RI-order, the importance of A(P) stems from the fact 
that it always exists, IS a locahzatron m the sense of Silver, hence, a Noetherian 
RI-order, and that it has a unique maximal mvertrble ideal Of course, when R 
is bounded A(P) = Rp and A(P) 1s thus a classrcal ocalization as well. 
LEMMA 4 3. Let R be a Noetherian RI-order, P an invertible przme zdeal and 
P’ a prime zdeal of R containing P but no other invertible prime ideal then P’B = BP’ 
fey every anvertible ideal B a P 
Proof. If B is an invertible ideal not contained m P then B g P’, smce B 
is a product of prime mvertrbles none of which is P. Now (BP’B-I) B C P’ and 
since B g P’, BP’B-1 C P’ so BP’ C P’B and by symmetry BP’ = P’B. i 
COROLLARY 4 4. If R as a Noetheraan RI-order and P’ as a prime ideal containang 
a unique anvertable prime ideal P, then P’A(P) = A(P) P’. 
Proof. Since A(P) = (J B-l, where each B is an mvertible ideal not con- 
tained in P, P’B-1 = B-IP’ by the lemma so it follows that P’A(P) = A(P) P’, 1 
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PROPOSITION 4.5. Let R be a Nuetherian RI-order and P an Bvertible p&w 
ideal of R. 
(1) If P’ is a prime ideal of R containtng P and mu other inuepttble prime 
heals t&n PA(P) = A(P) 1”’ is a~ime ideal of A(F). 
(2) .ff T ts a prime tdeal of A(P), thert T = T’A(P) for a ~~z~p~rne T’1 r”, 
Moreovw, T’ = T n R and 1”’ contatns TW other invertible ideal of R. 
Froaf. (3) Since Q -+ RIP’ --+ A(P) OR R/P’ is exact by arguments similar 
to those in Corollary 3 14, the result now follows from Lemma 4.4 above and 
[20, CaroHary 1. IO]. In fact, this is the %cal” version of Theorem 3.17 
(2) “Locahze” Theorem 3.17(2) 8 
THEOREM 4.6. Let P’ be a nonzero prime ideal of R. Thepl 
Proof. TrivtalIy, A(F) =: S iff P’ contains no invertible primes In this ease, 
the intersection on the right extends over the empty set pelding S as well. 
Thus, we can assume that P’ contains an invertible prime and that 
x = ip?p,AP) - (P’)j + @. 
Choose an invertible 3 3 P maximal with respect to the property that 3 x E X wriEp 
SirB C R We claim that B is prnne. Suppose this 1s not the case Then B = B,B, 
for certain invertible B, with B $ & and B $ B, . Clearly, 23 6 P” stnce x 4 A@“). 
Moreover, x3, Z A(P). Otherwise, there would exist an x’ E xB, n X with 
x’Bz I=‘ R, contradicting the choice of B. Similarly, xR, Z R(F). 
By definition of A(F) there exists an invertible C $ P’ with x&C C R. 
As above, XC $ A(P) is impossible but since 6-l C A(P), XC C A(F) 1s likewise 
impossrble. Consequently, B is prime and since B c P’ necessaniy one of the P’s. 
However, since & = ZP G R + x E P-l n A(P) = R by Proposition 4 2(2), 
a contradiction. Thus X = QJ provmg the first assertion. 
To prove the second, suppose x in A(P) Then for each P, 2 BP if P BP 
invertible with xBp C R Set B = & BP . Clearly, xB Z A and since B 1s hot 
contained in any P, B* = R =+ x E R. 1 
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5. SEMI-LOCAT, ORDERS 
An order R is called semz-do& ~~~s~-Zocal) If R is semislmple (srmple) Artmian 
modulo its Jacobson radical A rmg R is called (right) p-comzected (after Bass) 
rf projective (right) R-modules are generators (e.g., any quasi-local order). 
The goal of this sectron 1s to extend the results of Mrchler and Robson for semr- 
local heredrtary Asano orders to global dimensron 2, and at the same trme, to 
generalize certain important results of Ramras (161 for classical two-dimensional 
orders over regular local rings. To avoid repetition and to simplify the statement 
of theorems, we shall assume throughout this section that an order R is a two- 
sided ~oetheri~ semilocal, p-connected order with glb R < 2 (thrs 1s not an 
exercise in name calling!) 
THEOREM 5.1 (Fuller and Shutters [74]). If R is a p-connected semi-local 
r&g the-n there exzsts a p~rn~~~~e idempote~~ e E R sack that every protective right 
(left) R-module zs zsomorphic to a dzrect sum of copes of eR(Re). 1 
THEOREM 5 2 Let R be an order Thenfor some n > 0, R w ~~(k), where k is 
a rzgkt Ore domam. Moreover, projectzve rz@zt ideals of R areprimxpal. 
Proof. Let U, be a basic (uniform) right ideal of R Since U = U**:, U, 
is necessarily projective and hence, a progenerator by p-connectivity. Thus, 
k = End U, IS Morrta equivalent to R and hence, semi-local and p-connected. 
Since k IS a domam and Morrta equivalent to R, projective k-modules are free 
by Theorem 5 1 Thus, ,U M k” for some n > 0 + R & M,(k) as claimed. 
To show that projective nght ideals of R are prmcrpal, ‘rt suffices to show that 
any projective k-submodule of kTVn 1s generated by < n elements. For, if P IS a 
projective right ideal of R, P arc, kn 1s a projective rrght k-submodule of k” 
and (P Q1, ks) @a k” M P in mod-k, . If P on, k” 1s generated by x1 , , x, , 
say where m < n, then viewing the xz’s as column vectors of length n, the n x YZ 
matrix having ith column x, for 1 < z ,< m and remaining columns zero, say, 
generates (P Ok, k”) Ok k” as a right k,-module. I-Iowever, any prolectrve 
submodule of k,” 1s free, say w kna and since k IS an Ore domain, m < n. 1 
CORO~ZARY 5.3 (Robson). Any semilocal hereditary Asano order is a principal 
right and left ideal ring 
Proof R is clearly p-connected. 1 
In order to contmue our analysrs of semi-local (maximal) orders, we shall 
examine the relationship between R and its equivalent orders. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let R be an order and let S 2 R. Then C - {zc E R \ Sx 5: RI is 
projective and hence, a prancipal right ideal of R. 
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Proof. Since glb R < 2, it suffices to show that C‘, is reflexive Clearly, 
S C C* and hence SC** C C*C** CR =+- C”* C C 2 C is reflexive. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let R be an order. If S is any maximal order equaflalent to R, 
then S is Acforita equzvalent to R and hence A zs maximal 
Proof Suppose NS/~ C R for umts a, /3 E &. Then S’ = olSol-r sat&es 
S/3’ _C R for /3’ = $. S mce s’ IS maximal and R IS Morita equivalent to S if 
and only If it is Morrta equrvalent to s’, we can assume that Sol _C R for 0: regular 
m R. Set I = SolR. I is clearly an integral rrght R-ideal of R, and S = O,(I) NN 
End IR smce O,(I) w R N S, O,(I) 2 S and S IS maximal. Similarly, 
s = O,(I”) M End, I*. Since R is p-connected and glb R < 2, XI* IS a pra- 
generator + S is Morita equivalent to R a 
THEOREM 5 6. Let R be a bounded order. Then if S zs any maximal order 
eqwualent to R, S is conjugate to R. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.5, S IS Morita equivalent to R * S is a bounded order 
as well. Thus, there exist regular elements a E R and b E S satisfying Sa C R a& 
RbCS.SetA=={x~RjSxCR}andB=(x~SjRxCS).ThenA=sR 
and l3 = tS for regular elements s E R and t E S by Lemma 5.4 Smce 
5’s C A = SR and Rt C tS, R C tSt-l2 tsR s-lt-l. Clearly, R N ts R(ts)-l * R = 
tSt-l as claimed. m 
Note added zn proof It has been brought to the attention of the authors that there 3s 
some overlap between sectron 3 of this paper and that of Chamane, M., Locahsations 
dans les ordres maxlmaux, Comm. zn AZgebra 4 (1974), 279-293. 
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